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ABSTRACT 
Information from multiple experiments was used in this research, which was completed utilizing Abbott Core 
Laboratory's ALIN IQ program. To handle lab experiment scheduling by physicians, the program uses artificial 
intelligence established by the clinic's information model. Three assays were prevented by the technology in the research: 
AST, direct bilirubin, and free PSA. Nevertheless, when other samples were transmitted to the c16000 biochemical 
scanner, the program offered ALT, total bilirubin, as well as total PSA results as choices. Statistics on the number of 
experiments administered every month were obtained from the ALIN IQ program at a facility that performs 2,444,024 
exams every year for this research. Over a month, 11,137 AST, 6,856 direct bilirubin, & 1,340 free PSA test results were 
commanded unreasonably, as well as wanting to avoid those certain 3 trials saved 77.96 percent on AST, 77.22 percent 
on direct bilirubin, and 72.45 percent on free PSA, resulting in an anticipated 231,996 unnecessary treatment per year. 
Considering the surge in worldwide medical prices, numerous books have been published about how to reduce billion-
dollar laboratories costs, as well as several ideas, have been made. The results of this study found that in addition to the 
pre-analytical precautions in place, the expenses of diagnostic exams might be decreased in the actual examination by 
using sophisticated software applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Health-care spending, especially laboratory investigations, is steadily rising across the globe, as well as 
the most expensive usage of clinical laboratories has become a hotly disputed topic. Scheduling a 
substantial proportion of needless procedures in the diagnostic & follow-up of clients increases prices 
also takes up higher productivity growth time, which might also result in missed diagnoses resulting in 
increased burden [1-3]. That issue has become a major problem around the globe, and several remedies 
have been suggested.  have been presented in the literature about the routine usage of tests conducted 
and measures to save lab costs [4]. Aggressive strategies have been used in investigations to change 
physicians' attitudes about the utilization of tests conducted, including healthcare information systems 
organizations have devised recommendations such as "Recommended Practice Guidelines" to encourage 
users to request only sensible exams [5]. The frequency of test orders is reduced when lab utilization is 
monitored & physicians are informed regarding laboratory expenses, but there have been several 
research that supports doctor education in basic laboratory practices, which has figured prominently in 
altering behaviors [6]. 
To prevent the increasing prevalence of medical malpractice that might result in massive indemnification 
payouts, physicians have resorted to requesting more testing than required to ensure that no diseases go 
unnoticed [7]. Much too far, studies have examined attempts to reduce needless screening in the 
preanalytical stage using educational programs, error messages, including suggestions prompted when 
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procedures were requested [8]. Artificial intelligent software applications have subsequently been 
produced that have resulted in the elimination of the usage of some testing in the actual examination, as 
well as similar algorithms have also been developed for purchasing new, connected experiments [9].  

RELATED WORKS 
Artificial intelligence was put into the marketplace by industrial kits producers to improve revenue by 
eliminating testing requests that did not follow the kits rules [10]. Nevertheless, such applications can be 
used for purposes other than those intended by their creators [11]. Artificial intelligence programs that 
avoid the commissioning of superfluous testing during the actual examination might save millions and 
millions of dollars by preventing the procurement of testing that is becoming standard practice. 
Artificial intelligent algorithms have already been frequently employed in the actual examination to 
eliminate the sequencing of the system and are responsible. However, one test is AST and is often used to 
check for liver disorders and increases in lockstep with ALT levels [12]. Only just a few illnesses were 
known to cause ALT to remain within normal parameters while AST is increased over the forcing, the 
most prevalent of which would be hemolytic anemia [13].In hypersensitive materials, an AST testing 
request should indeed be declined since the outcome would be insignificant and it would result in 
considerable expenses if performed. An additional factor that influences AST concentrations is 
intramuscular infusions, and muscular illness is a common ailment that influences AST. Creatine kinase, 
which could be detected in areas besides the muscles, also should be employed in diseases like AST. As a 
result, when ALT is confirmed to be healthy, requests for AST testing may be canceled during the actual 
examination [14-16]. In liver disorders including biliary tract blockage, total bilirubin levels are rising, 
and it is utilized in combination with straight bilirubin throughout testing. If total bilirubin is adequate, an 
immediate bilirubin test makes absolutely no sense. As a result, during the actual examination, it'd be 
prudent to reject the service agreement [17]. Several prostate illnesses & surgeries raise total PSA levels. 
If the overall PSA is acceptable, free PSA screening makes no logical sense, thus it may be eliminated 
during the help prediction. The major goal of this research is to show that artificial intelligence algorithms 
may be used to skip exams during the actual examination. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Using the ALIN IQ program created by Abbott Core Labs, which can execute the methods provided by the 
clinic's management information systems, has been used to collect information from individual testing. 
Only one results which were not inhibited are AST, immediate bilirubin, as well as free PSA. Whenever a 
physician requested ALT, total bilirubin, & whole PSA, the program was programmed to perform these as 
requests including other procedures submitted to the c16000 biochemical analyzer. All AST testing in the 
research was canceled, as were straight bilirubin testing in people with normal total bilirubin results as 
well as free PSA testing in individuals with normal overall PSA results. If indeed the findings of all the 
other testing are abnormal, the AST, straight bilirubin, as well as free PSA assays were conducted. This 
same calculated from the values of AST, ALT, total bilirubin, straightforward bilirubin, overall PSA, as well 
as free PSA exams operate per 30 days, as well as AST/ALT, straightforward bilirubin/total bilirubin, as 
well as free PSA/total PSA proportion following the initial utilization ALIN IQ apps, were determined, as 
were the discrepancies in the multitude of AST, ALT, total bilirubin, straightforward bilirubin. 
 
RESULTS ANDDISCUSSIONS 
To use ALIN IQ technology, 14,667 ALT testing & 13,888 AST tests have been performed over a one-
month timeframe. Well over a month after the ALIN IQ program was installed, 16,445 ALT testing & 2,751 
AST analysis were carried out (see Figure 1). The AST testing equated to 94.68 percent of all ALT testing 
before the adoption of ALIN IQ technology. Figure 2 shows that using ALIN IQ technology avoided 77.96 
percent of superfluous AST testing, with the overall number of AST tests accounting for just 16.72 percent 
of the ALT exams. In one month leading up to using ALIN IQ technology, 9,243 total bilirubin & 9,184 
straight bilirubin analysis were carried out. Over a month after the ALIN IQ technology was installed, 
10,512 overall bilirubin, as well as 2,328 straight bilirubin analyses, were carried out (see Figure 1). 
Directly bilirubin testing accounted for 99.36% of total bilirubin testing before the deployment of ALIN IQ 
technology. 
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Figure 1: ALIN IQ software tests 

Its usage of ALIN IQ technology reduced the amount of unnecessary straight bilirubin testing by 77.22 
percent, with the overall number of additional bilirubin testing accounting for just 22.14 percent of all 
bilirubin examinations. In a one-month time leading up to using ALIN IQ technology, 1,870 overall PSA & 
1,820 free PSA analyses were carried out. Well over a month after the ALIN IQ program was installed, 
1,930 overall PSA testing plus 480 free PSA analysis were carried out (see Figure 1). Free PSA testing 
accounted for 97.32 percent of the overall PSA testing before the deployment of ALIN IQ technology. This 
usage of ALIN IQ technology resulted in the elimination of 72.45% of superfluous free PSA testing, with 
the overall number of additional PSA testing accounting for just 24.87 percent of all PSA exams. 
 

 

Figure 2: ALIN IQ software test comparison 

Figures 3 and 4 show that the program saved 11,137 AST testing, 6,856 straight bilirubin testing, with 
1,340 free PSA testing monthly, equating to estimated savings of 133,644 AST exams, 82,272 straight 
bilirubin exams, & 16,080 free PSA exams a year. By preventing the scheduling of 3 unneeded procedures 
in a lab that performs 2,444,024 tests every year, ALIN IQ technology saved a total of 231,996 procedures. 
The amount of money saved is equivalent to 9.49% of the overall series of experiments performed. 
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Figure 3:  ALIN IQ software number of tests iterations 

 

Figure 4: ALIN IQ software 

Effectively scheduled laboratory studies are a challenge that can develop for a multitude of reasons, most 
of which have been extensively studied in this paper. Inappropriate testing is requested for a myriad of 
purposes, including preventative medicine, the concern of being involved in misdiagnosis, a paucity of 
laboratory evidence, a lack of appropriate understanding amongst clinicians, & patient pressures.  
One of the most widely used approaches tends to concentrate on which was before the stage. In a meta-
analysis by Solomon et al., it was indicated that educating doctors, reviewing lab utilization, including 
providing data on laboratories expenses with physicians are all beneficial ways to improve lab usage 
behaviors. Some other research evaluated the effectiveness of price awareness; expense audit, including 
the use of medical flashcards in reducing the number of requested tests conducted, & concluded that 
medical flashcards were by far the most successful strategy. Contemporary health care plans in allocating 
money to retrospective cohort research and developing "scientific proof standards" to determine whether 
diagnostics or medicines were preferable. Education and feedback would be important components in 
adherence to these guidelines.  
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An electronic medical record that enabled physicians to request tests online was reconfigured in a model 
that is assessed at a private clinic to urge the proper use of laboratory investigations. Notifications known 
as "Industry Standard Guidelines" are introduced in the system under this approach, with guidance 
selected by a medical council to instruct doctors throughout the commissioning of investigations. Alerts of 
caution were produced. While requesting HBsAg, for instance, the caution "Please check sure the patient 
has not had an influenza vaccination injection in the past 2 weeks" is displayed, and when requesting 
repeated testing, the caution "We were requesting the same experiment for the 2nd attempt" is displayed. 
Physicians might be trained to adjust their testing scheduling behaviors. Techniques to constrain the 
sequencing of test methods & modify testing scheduling patterns were proposed as part of that kind of 
instruction. In some other study involving different techniques of trying to inform health care 
professionals, one participant got no constructive criticism, whilst the other obtained comments 
regarding their research lab usage patterns, a group 3 did receive a memorandum about the expense the 
use tests performed, as well as a fourth category received a response with their science lab usage patterns 
as well as the expense use of the research lab. This fourth category saw the greatest cost reductions, with 
a 42 percent drop. Professionals have been notified about the deployment of specific tactics via a 
"Computer-controlled Clinicians Ordered Start Screen." The bulk of test orders in hospitalized patients 
come from everyday regular standard testing request arrays supplied by doctors. 
Whenever ordering repeated viewed as a process within such three data, the program needs to be 
explained by the practitioner. As a result, testing requests may be constrained. This strategy was reported 
to minimize testing requests by 24 percent in hospitalized patients in one research. One other way that 
has already been examined is making changes to physicians' access displays. Duplicate procedures with 
minimal treatment efficacy were deleted from the take appropriate steps display in one trial, rendering 
purchasing such testing extremely hard. Lactate dehydrogenase, for instance, is aberrant in a variety of 
situations as well as gives consistent outcomes to creatinine kinases and alanine amino-transferase 
assays. The LDH testing was removed from the request input page via a rapid check, resulting in a 50% 
reduction in needless LDH prescriptions for hospitalized patients. Another strategy that has been 
explored is to maintain the constant of orders. The obtaining of simple blood counts, biochemistry testing, 
including anticoagulation experiments maybe once in a single session was banned in one research of 
emergency medicine units participants, and this has been claimed to lower delivery confirmation without 
producing any negative impacts or altering discharging timelines. Proactive measures, including 
restricting lab tests there at the time of service, were problematic even though they limit physicians' 
independence and raise worries about illnesses not being detected promptly. In the actual examination, 
restricting procedures that are connected to this would not provoke any problems since it would not limit 
the physicians' flexibility. Pre-analytical factors and measurements have become the topic of prior 
investigations, according to existing literature. Nevertheless, researchers are unaware of any research 
that has been conducted so far that has attempted to minimize the number of needless experiments taken 
during the actual examination. That's the first investigation of its sort in academia in this respect. For 
maybe the first time in this study, an endeavor was developed in this chapter to avoid ordering diagnostic 
treatment during the modeling stage by characterizing techniques for ALIN IQ apps, devised by Abbott 
Core Science lab, to be used in the diagnostic and therapeutic microbiology lab of the Harran University 
Science and Education Treatment center. ALIN IQ obtained a 77.96 percent decrease in AST testing, a 
77.22 percent reduction in straight bilirubin testing, and a 72.45 corresponding decrease in free PSA 
exams when compared to the overall number of tests requests (see Figure 4). By preventing the 
procurement of three distinct and needless procedures in a facility that conducts 2,444,024 exams each 
year, the ALIN IQ program is expected to save 231,996 trials. These cost reductions amount to 9.49% of 
the aggregate number of trials conducted. In facilities with heavy numbers of patients, ALIN IQ and 
comparable software applications may yield significant cost savings. Additionally, these software 
programs may produce daily testing statistics as well as alert customers if recurrent mistakes are 
identified, in terms of saving money. These could also recognize any variations in calibrating that may 
occur throughout the day. In individuals in the verification stage, the Delta checking function allows for 
the discovery of substantial discrepancies among previous and present medical reports, while automated 
certification of acceptable testing results could cut waiting periods. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Software programs could save money in the common clinical biochemical laboratory, according to this 
research. In addition to biochemical, techniques that attempt to remove superfluous testing can be 
employed for hepatitis indicators, pricey enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, including PCR 
diagnostics. ALIN IQ and related smart software applications are still not device-specific but could be 
used with any instrument that can send information. This same usage of such software programs in 
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biochemical tests with large demands could be deemed an expense strategy since the expenses would be 
less than the benefits. 
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